In this paper, a graph G " pV, Eq is finite, undirected and simple with the vertex set V and edge set E. We follow [1] for basic notation. For a vertex v P V pGq, the open neighborhood is denoted by N G pvq and the closed neighborhood is denoted by N G rvs, also for a set W Ď V pGq, N G pW q " Ť vPW N G pvq and N G rW s "
Ť vPW N G rvs.
Hamiltonian cubic graphs
Proposition A ( [2] ). Every bridgeless cubic graph has a perfect matching.
In fact, every edge of a bridgeless cubic graph is contained in a perfect matching. In a cubic graph, the complement of a perfect matching is always a 2-factor. In addition, every hamiltonian cubic graph is bridgeless. The construction scheme of a 2-factor in a bridgeless cubic graph is shown below.
HC : Input a bridgeless cubic graph G.
(1) For a perfect matching M of G, let F " G´M . Note that F is a 2-factor of G. Let M 1 Ď M be a maximal subset of M such that for every m P M 1 , each end of m belongs to a distinct cycle of F . Let M 2 " M zM 1 . Let J " G.
(3) If DC return H then go to (7). (4) Otherwise, detect cycles C by DC from G. Let M pCq " M X EpCq and F pCq " EpCqzM pCq. For F , delete F pCq and add M pCq. If F is a hamilton cycle then go to (7). (5) For M " EpGqzEpF q, define M 1 and M 2 . Let J " G. (6) Repeat (4) -(5) at most |V pGq| times.
and v 1 is not an end of marked edges then for w 1 , w 2 P N J pv 1 qztv 2 u, if w 1 P V pm 1 q for some m 1 P M 1 and w 2 P V pm 2 q for some m 2 P M 2 then mark v 1 w 1 and drop v 1 w 2 from J. Let G be a bridgeless cubic graph. Let HCpGq be a 2-factor constructed by applying HC to G. (Note that HCpGq is not unique and stands for all ones.) Fact 2.1. If G is hamiltonian then for DC, K 1 Ď K, and HC returns a hamilton cycle F .
Proof. Suppose that G has a hamilton cycle H and a 2-factor F of G is not a hamilton cycle. Then pEpHqzEpFY pEpF qzEpHqq forms the union of vertex disjoint cycles K 2 and F YK 2 is connected. Note that EpHqzEpF q Ď M . Also note that every f P EpF qzEpHq is an edge between two ends of two edges of EpHqzEpHq. By the definition of K, K 1 Ď K in DC. For F n " F led after n times of DC in HC and 0 ď n ď |V pGq|´1, let c n be the number of cycles in F n . Then c n ą c n`1 . Therefore, K 2 Ď K in at most |V pGq| times of DC, and HC returns a hamilton cycle F . Proof. Let G be hamiltonian. By the construction scheme HC and Fact 2.1, the sufficiency holds. The necessity is obvious from the statement.
